一、字彙與文法: 25 題（每題 2.5 分）

1. Jimmy’s room is very ___.
   (A) glad  (B) surprised  (C) tidy  (D) correct

2. Have you ever been to any ___ countries?
   (A) foreign  (B) afraid  (C) national  (D) public

3. Put the knife down, please. It’s very ___. You might hurt yourself.
   (A) difficult  (B) common  (C) convenient  (D) sharp

4. Some day I’d like to study ___ and see the world.
   (A) abroad  (B) aboard  (C) around  (D) ahead

5. Opportunities will only come for those who are ___.
   (A) to prepare  (B) prepared  (C) preparing  (D) preparation

6. Are there other ___ that are similar to our Earth?
   (A) plants  (B) planets  (C) plans  (D) planes

7. Johnny likes to play a ___ on his friends. People don’t like him very much.
   (A) treat  (B) trash  (C) train  (D) trick

8. If you drive ___ the tunnel, you will see two giant trees.
   (A) though  (B) thought  (C) thorough  (D) through

9. If the ___ plant is down, there will be no electricity.
   (A) pipe  (B) program  (C) power  (D) powder

10. After dinner, I enjoy taking a walk ___ the river bank.
    (A) along  (B) alone  (C) lonely  (D) lone

11. I don’t ___ you to understand that. But that’s a fact.
    (A) expect  (B) expand  (C) expense  (D) explain

12. May I use your ___? I want to measure how long the desk is.
    (A) glue  (B) ruler  (C) map  (D) eraser

13. The month between September and November is ___.
    (A) December  (B) January  (C) October  (D) August

14. I’m ___. I need to find something fun to do.
    (A) born  (B) boredom  (C) bored  (D) boring

15. Make yourself ___. Let me get a drink for you.
    (A) comfortable  (B) excellent  (C) exciting  (D) hardworking

16. The dictionary is on the top of the ___. (A) self  (B) selfish  (C) calf  (D) shelf

17. Thank you for the gift, but I can’t ___ it. (A) refuse  (B) receive  (C) expect  (D) accept

18. Life is quite short. We should ___ our time. (A) run out of  (B) look down upon  (C) make the most of  (D) put up with
19. All the company workers must follow the ___.
   (A) irregular (B) regulations (C) regularity (D) regularly

20. ___ I know anything about his properties. (A) Few should (B) Little did
   (C) Most will (D) Many must

21. He asked me ___. (A) how I have been (B) what should I do (C) when
   will I leave (D) why did I do it

22. I had 40 classmates. Five of them are in the army, ten of them are looking
   for jobs, and ___ are college students. (A) the other (B) others (C) the
   others (D) each other

23. ___ seeing his daughter, he could not but cry. (A) Upon (B) Until (C)
   Against (D) Although

24. John didn’t do his homework, so he tried to avoid ___ his teacher. (A) to
   see (B) saw (C) seen (D) seeing

25. Please have the trash can ___. It smells bad. (A) take out (B) taken out (C)
   to take out (D) taking out

二、克漏字 15 題（每題 2.5 分）

Part A:

President Obama was born in Hawaii __(26)__ August 4th, 1961, __(27)__ a father
from Kenya and a mother from Kansas. Growing up, he was also raised __(28)__ his
grandfather, who served in Patton's army, and his grandmother, who worked her way
up __(29)__ the secretarial pool to become middle management __(30)__ a local
bank.

26. (A) on  (B) in  (C) to  (D) for
27. (A) on  (B) in  (C) to  (D) for
28. (A) to  (B) by  (C) in  (D) off
29. (A) between  (B) from  (C) against  (D) at
30. (A) between  (B) from  (C) against  (D) at

Part B:

Smoking is a hard habit to break because tobacco __(31)__ nicotine, which is highly
addictive. Like heroin or other addictive drugs, the body and mind quickly become
so __(32)__ to the nicotine in cigarettes that a person needs to have it just to feel
__(33)___. People start smoking for a __(34)__ of reasons. Some think it looks cool.
Others start (35) their family members or friends smoke.

31. (A) consumes  (B) contains  (C) contents  (D) conducts
32. (A) useful  (B) used  (C) useless  (D) using
33. (A) mortal  (B) abnormal  (C) moral  (D) normal
34. (A) variously  (B) vary  (C) variety  (D) various
35. (A) although  (B) so  (C) because  (D) and

Part C:

A healthy diet is one that helps maintain or improve general health. It is important for lowering many chronic health (36), such as obesity, heart disease, diabetes, hypertension and cancer. A healthy diet (37) consuming appropriate amounts of all essential nutrients and an adequate amount of water. Nutrients can be obtained from many different foods, so there are numerous diets that may be (38) healthy. A healthy diet needs to have a balance of macro nutrients (fats, proteins, and carbohydrates), calories to support energy needs, and micro nutrients to (39) the needs for human nutrition (40) inducing toxicity or excessive weight gain from consuming excessive amounts.

36. (A) risks  (B) tasks  (C) masks  (D) casts
37. (A) regarding  (B) including  (C) involves  (D) evolves
38. (A) controlled  (B) concerned  (C) considered  (D) committed
39. (A) meet  (B) seed  (C) feed  (D) need
40. (A) with  (B) without  (C) through  (D) toward